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ABSTRACT

The future of Adult Education in the United States is pre-

eented in terms of anticipated growth patterns influenced by

social, economic, and demographic variables presented in our

society. Heilbroner's-thesis (1959) The Future as History, is

used to argue that an understanding of the historical strengths,

weaknesses, institutional forms, organizational forms, and trends

in adult education can be useful in predicting future growth for

this type of education.



HISTORY AS A PROLOGUE TO THE FUTURE

The future of adult and continuing education is subject to

the trends and pressures of the larger society--which is visibly

a society in transition. Demographic changes, accumulating

knowledge that society is less literate, :and doctoral training and

research in adult education are just three of the challenges that

confront us in. the future. How adult and continuing education

will respond to these conditions can, in part, be predicted through

an examination of history.

Robert Heilbroner (1959) , in The Future as History,* argues

"that history, when examined in light of contemporary develop

ments can identify forces at work in the world whose impact on

our destiny is neither wholly arbitrary nor wholly unpredictable."

Based on Heilbroner's thesis, an understanding of the historical

strengths, weaknesses, institutional forms, organizational forms

and treads in adult education.. could be very useful in predicting

the fUture.

Throughout history, the adult education movement in the

Un'ted States has allowed for diversity, flexibility, innovation

and imaginative responses to a wide range of changing educational

eed's (Andrews, 1980; Hafrington, 1977). Unlike other countries

when= e adult education movements "have tended to be fairly



urifiTd. in aims and inst#utional forms," the American practice

has:been highly expansive and flexible.(Knowles, 1962). The

responsibility for providing adult education in the United States

was not vested in a few organizations but was provided by a vari

ety of diverse groups for various social, political and economic

reasons. The providers of adult education have included: YM(W)CA's,

librarios, museums, labor unions, public schools, women's clubs,

charitable organizations, university exterion and private

entrepreneurs, to name a few.

The lack of control or domination of the field loy any one

particular group or institution tris permitted adult, education to

extend itself to a wide variety of people. Participants in adult

education represent a cross section of the population in terms of

age, race, sex, income and occupation. The range any the scope of

adult education has historically been unlimited. Knowles (1962,

p.v.) states that "the national adult education program in the

United States has proliferated almost haphazardly in response to

a myriad of individual needs and interests, institutional goals,

and social pressures."

Axford (1969) suggests that when the diversity and disunion

of adult education is obstrved through h.story, we come to the

conclusion that the field lacks any master plan or design. Adult



education programs. and agencies have; responded to specific needs

and,, as a result, have tended to be episodic Oxford, 196a, p. 3).

Herein lies one of adult education's greatest strengths and also

one of its serious weaknesses. The strength obviously is.in the

diversity and flexibility to respond to any educational need

quickly and imaginatively. Andrews (1980) describes the poten-

tial weaknesses: as duplication of programs and unevenness of

program quality. Knowles (1962. p.. vi.) suggests the apparent

"forMlessness".of the adult education enterprise, has been its

'major weakness-.

Confusion about what the adult education movement in this

country encompasses and how it should be, structured has impeded

persistent efforts toward .better c9mmunicationracross lines of

specialization, toward agreement on common social goals, and

toward the achievement of some degree of coordination. Others

(Axfordt 1969, p. 4; Bryson,. 1936) see the freedom and diversi-

fication as a strength that has allowed adult education- to pene-

trate more phases of iimerican life than in any other country.

One can argue that the flexibility and di)erSity and even mar-

ginality have been tremendous advantages; however, they have also

contributed to the confdsion over what adult education is and

what it is supposed to accomplish.



HISTWICAL PURPOSE AND ACCOMPLISHMENT

The hiiitory of adult education clearly suggests it responded

to the needs of a society in transition in .a variety of institu-

tional and organizational forms. The lyceum of Josiah Holbrook

(1826) is just one example of an adult education form which arose,

met a need, and waned. Initially, the lyceum lecture series pro-

vided a touch of lenerai education for the relatively affluent and

technical training for. lower income citizens engaged in farming and

trade occupations (Harrington, 1977, 12; Axford, 1969, p. 5).

The first town lyceum in Millbury, Massachusetts (1826) quickly

grew to 1,000 by 1831., The stated purpose of the organization was

"the advancement of education, especially in the common schools,

and the general diffusion of knowledge" (Knowles, p. 16). By 1840,

the national lyceum movement gradually withered, becoming a scat-

tered lecture series (KnoWles,. p. 17) .

The agricultural education movement in the United States pro-

vides another example of the changing institutional forms of adult

education. Agricultural societies began appearing after the

American Revolution to "promote agricultural production through

printed materials, contests and fairs" (Knowles, p. 23). By 1860,

over 1,941 separate agricultural societies had been formed.
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Higher education eventually replaced the societies as providers

of'agriculture education when the Morrill Lend-Grant Act of 1862

was passed (Knowles,. p. 24)..t The vvernment sponsorship of adult

education, at least in the agricu- sense; improved with the

passage of the Smith-Level Act (1914) which permanently tied coop-

erative extension to .the land grant system (Harrington, p. 17) .

Harrington.describessthe Smith-Level Act as the "government's most

impressive piece of adult education legislation," stating further:

"it is a pity that it did not become the model for other adult

education statutes."

Cyril 0. Houle describes. agricultural extension as the

largest and most successful example of postsecondary adult educa-

tion in the United. States, if not the world. "No single facet of

the adult education enterprise 94n claim with equal justification

to have educated so many adults' so well," adds another specialist

(Verner, 1964).

The early nineteen hundreds found adult educators consumed

with the responsibility of providing "Americanization" education

for the almost one million immigrants entering the United States

each year (Knowles,'1969, p. 55) . Literacy training for immi-

grants was intensified in 1917 when Congress passed an actiall).

quiring literacy for naturalization. World War I and World WarII



bromght about the need ..for practical industrialized training

thpt. would, m e workers proficient and open doors to piomotions

(Harrington, 1977, p. 15). 4World War II produced the most re-

markable event .in the history of on-campus degrees for adults,

the passing of the G.I. Bill. The statute made it possible for

millions cif young adult veterans td go to college with the

financial support of billions of federal dollars. These G.I.'s

showed that older students were capable and could persevere if

given alequate assistance (Harrington, p.. 21; Stern,. 1976).

During the 1950's, new technologies, mass communication and

the changing nature of society_contributed to the replacement of

traditional adult education providers (Stern, 1978). The dimin-

Lshed role of libraries, labor unions, churches and charitable

organizations increased the importance of community colleges; uni-

versity extension,. business and independent proprietary schools.

41Another recent development affecting the participant of

continuing education is the emergence of mandated continuing

education (N2E). The term was coined to describe the tend-

ency of states and some professional organizations to require

the members of certzin vocations and professions to fulfill edu-

cctional obligations in'opier to retain or renew their licenses

to practice (Cross, 1991). According to Hohmann (1980), mandated



coritOu.ing education,has..created,a "new breed of continuing edu-

cation--the marketer- -and the professional is- no longer just

another participant, but the market." Cross (1981, p. 40-41)

reports that forty-five states, now require continuing education

for optometrists, and forty..two have continuing education require-

ments for nursing home administrators. In Iowa, le;islators re-

cently. passed an omnibus bill requiring all twenty-three 4ro-

fessionaI Ticensing boards in the' state to establish continuing

education requirements for relicensure (Hohmann,. 1980). While

many people believe that continuing education is a good way for

profession s to keep up with new developments end techniques in

their respective fields, there is rising concern about blanket

legislation that would make continuing education legally manda-

tory for professionals (Cross,. 1981, p. 41). Mandated continuing

education is just one. of the many issues confronting adult and

continuing education in the future.

DEMOGRAPhICS

There are several demographic forces at work in our society

that will clearly make adult and continuing edudation a primary

rater than a secondary concern for educators. Increasing adult

populations, increasing adult education participation, and career



transition are just' three areas which will impact the future of

adult educ9tion.

The United States is fast becoming a nation of adults. The

National Center for Education Statistics projects by the year

2,000, "the United States will be dominated by persons in their

middle years." During most of the century, the population was

numerically dominated by young, peopfe, and, with the exception of

World War IL years*, children under the age of 15 have always been

-ti:, largest single age groupin the country. In 1980, this numeri-

cal dominance shifted to those between 15 and 29, and by the year

2,000, the largest age group will be 30 to 44 years old, with a

rising curve for 45 to. 69 years. old (Cross, 1981).

The demographic shift will dramatically impact higher educa-

tion.in transforming student populations which historically have

been youth oriented to predominately adult orientated.

In 1965, 80 percent: of college enrollment was accounted for

by students aged 18 to 24, but by 1975, this group represented only

66 percent Of the total. Among undergraduates, students aged 25

and older accounted for 28 percent of the total headcount and

nearly 20 percent of the full time equivalent (FTE) enrollment in

1918 (Carnegie Commission, 1982) .

Historically, a readily abundant supply rf 18 to 22 year old



students and society's adoption of what Best and Stern (1976)

refer to atp. the "linear life plan" contributed to the belief that

education was primarily for- the young. They argue that in the

history op industrialized nations, there has been a tendency to

increase the separation ,between education, work and leisure.. The

result is a life plan irn which education is for the young, work

for the middle aged and' leisure' for. the elderly (Crost,.

Institutiona.of higher education have used, and thereby reinforced

the 'problems of the segmented or linear life plan by gearing their

educational activities- toward the younger, full-time student.

Boyer (1974) argues- that college catalogs and brochures WW1 gen-

erally written for the young,. suggesting that students come' in

just four groupingseighteen, nineteen, twenty and twenty-onk.

College classes were generally scheduled. Monday through Eriday,

usually 10:00 A.M. to 4:99 P.M., colliding head on with the world

of work. The- normal educational. path consisted of continual, full-

tin participation, fq--4,1 and winter until the student was prepared

to enter the world of work.

Harrington (1977). notes that although part-time, 'postsecond-

, ary education has been available for over a century and a half,

marify academics have expressed attitudes of indifference, skepti

cism (especially as to quality), and even open opposition.



v,prly participants extension or night school stated that

"if; it were not for financial hardships, most students would have

taken the normal route,. the "better way", straight from the lower

grades up through the bachelor degree (Harrington). Colleges'

continued growth in terms of traditional students contributed to

the quettioned legitimacy-and worth of the part-time .adult student.

The glory years of higher education coincided with a huge

demand for the services of college graduates.. Gordon (1982) sug-

gestt that the` young people graduating from college after 1940 did

so in an environment in which the demand continued through the

50's and 60's and leveled off in the 70's (Gordo)_._.

Cross (1981) notes that. the baby-boom cohort which previously

provided institutions ezth large numbers of traditional (18-21

year old) students, wa& now moving into the labor market--a market

that was not as favorable as the 60's. In the 1970's, there was a

sharp decline in the demand fors teachers which forced rising pro-

portions of female college graduates into lower-paying clerical

and sales positions (Gordon, 1982). The tureau of Labor Statistics

(19.7,9) published data indicating the contrasts between the types of

jobs recent college graduates obtained in the period from 1969 to

197(5 compared with those' they obtained from 1962 to 1969. All in

a)1, 65 percent entered professional and managerial positions in



the 'Ettore recent period,%compared with 90 percent in the earlier

period. The decline occurred entirely in the professional

fields--from 73 percent in 1962-1969 to 46 percent in 1969-,1976.

Best and Stern (1976) suggest the large number of college

graduates entering the labor market in the 1970's are finding it

difficult to move beyond the lower echelons of the occupational

ladder. Some people, denied promotion in one career, may decide

on midIif career changes, most of which require supplemental

training. A recent study estimates as many as forty million

Americans are in a state of transition regarding their careers or

jobs; 60 percent of them say that they plan to seek additional

education (Arbeitez and others, 1978). Cross (1981) projects

that others may- solve their problems of lack of career mobility

through seeking satisfaction in other ways--through new hobbies,

recreation or atteption to.families, all of which may involve new

learning.. Boaz (1978) maintained that the greatest growth subject

in adult education between 1969 and 1975 was social life and rec-

reation, closely followed ,by personal end family living.

Cross (1981) argues that the National Center for Education

Statistics, which has monitored adult education participation in

the United States since 1969, has .changed its definition of

"part-time participant in adult education" just enough over the



yearti to make it virtually impossible to present useful infor-

mation about trends. O'Keefe (1977) suggested that the adult

education boom peaked Somewhere around 1972. He bases his pre-

diction on the fact that in the first interval of the triennal

surveys, 1969-1972, participation in adult education increased

20.1 percent for a 6.6 percent increase in the adult population,

whereas during the second interval,, 1972- 1975,, participation

slowed to an 8.4 percent increase for a 5.6 percent increase in

the growth of the eligible, population. The data gathered by the

1978 Adult Education Participation Survey and reported by the

National Center for Education Statistics in The Condition of

Education Statistical Report 1980 reveals that the number of

adult education participants was over 19 million, almost 40 per-

cent greater than the number of full -time high school or college

students. Other select characteristics of participants in adult

education as revealed in the repcirt are as follows:

- A majority of the courses were paid for by

the participants or their fFmilies.

- The majority of courses were teken for job

related reasons.

- Most adult education activities were non-credit

i.e., they were not taken for higher education



degree ,credit or occupational certification.

7 White collar workers, while comprising one-

third GA: the adult population, make up over

half of the participants in adult education.

- The two-year colleges have shown the greatest

growth as providers among institutions of

higher education.

Fifty --four percent of those participating took

courses through- organizations other than those

which traditionally have offered educational

services to adults.

- Over fifty. percent of the adult education

participants were women.

--Blacks and Hispanics were significantly under-

presented in relation to their percentage in

the population as a whole.

- participants in adult education were almost

twice as likely as the total population to

have previous higher education exrerience.

- Approximately 61 percent of the adult education

participant's had annual family incomes of over

$15,000 compared to 44 percent of the general



and we must live with retrenchment and the steady state. However,

the net result of. the postwar experience was one of the greatest

achievements ever in the history of higher education, namely, the

opening' up' of college-rand. universities to a substantial portion

of the traditional age cohorts and to millions of older persons

as well (Bowen, 1982) . Through. the achievements.,of the postwar

population.

Although Cross (1981) questions the validity of the adult

participation trend statistics; some comparisons with higher

education trends are evident. It would appear that the nation's

colleges have passed their peak; they say the glory days are gone

period, higher education'changed from what Bowen describes as "a

preserve of a privileged minority of the people to a place of per

sonal development open to qualified persons of all classes."

Higher education `s rate of enrollment growth. slowed and near the

end of the decade almost leveled out (Bowen). Consistent somewhat

with higher education, participation in adult education has slowed

from its extremely rapid increase of 21 percent from 1969 to 1972

to 12.5 percent in 1978 (cross).

EVIDENCE THAT SOCIETY IS LESS LITERATE AND LESS INFORMED THPN A

GENERATION AGO



141listorically. the Zmerican people have realized 'a series of

grept accomplishments. We've been victorious in our struggle for

independence, created a tremendously productive economy, and lived

through a long series of military victories. The prevailing mood

of the country has been that of pride in past achievements and

optimism for the future.

Today the:, historic optimism, and the drive of the Pmerican

people seems somewhat diminished. There appears to be a prevailing

loss' of confidence in government, the economy, and the ability 'of

our educational system to effectively educate. In reference to the

latter, there is accumulating evidence that our ,Society is less

literate, even less well informed than was true only a generation

ago, despite the spread of electronic mass media and continuing

technological change_

moist how well educated are the American people today? Over

the years the educational attainment of the population has risen

steadily and rapidly. The U.S. Bureau of the Census shows a

stezdy decline in the percentage of adult Americans, twenty-:five

years and over, whose education was limited to the grade school

level, a steady increase in the percentage of persons who have

graduated from high schabl, and r threefold increase in the per-

centage who have attended college. The median years of school



attcpded increased ,from..8.4 in 1940 (just above the grade school

leviel) to 12.5 in 1979 (just above the high school level), a net

gain of four years.

There .are some troubling aspects to these trends, however.

The 1979 data reveals that 18.3 percent (almost one-fifth) of the

population have not attended beyond grade school. Further exami-

nation reveals that although the percentage of the populal com-

pleting four years of college rose from 11.0 percent in 1970 to

16.4' percent in 1979the percentage completing high school drop-

ped from 51.1 percent in 197a to 50.6 percent in 1979. The trends

in high school completion appear to have stabili4Od somewhat with

drop-out rates still high, especially among blacks and Hispanic's

(Social rndicators.III). Although one could agree that Significant

progress has been made, a recent national study of the American

College Testing Examination (used primarily in the Western, South-

ern, and North Central States) and the Scholastic. Aptitude Test

(used extensively in the East) have shown a pz,ttern of decline

curing the past ten years. The average composite score on the PCT

test declined 1.2 points in a ten-vear perild.(Intellect, Nov.,

1976). These educational attainment trends and scores do not, how-

ever, provide us with adcurate indicators of compe4-.ence, knowledge,

Fnd values of the adult population.



HID one study, a group of researchers at the University of

Texps, under the direction of Nowell Northcutt, conducted a nation-

wide survey of. the ability of people to fUn tion in daily life.

he survey, known as the Adult Performance Revel Study, (l975)

was conducted with a carefully selected sample of the entire adult

population. The respondents were divided 'into three groups: (1)

those judged to be severely limited in functional competence-, (2)

those able-to function with minimal adequacy, and (3) those deemed

to be proficient. The general findings reveal:

(1) That slightly less than one-half of our popu-

lation are "proficient" in carrying on the

various activities involved in daily living

and wcrkinT.

(2) One-third function with "minima 1" adequacy.

(3) One-fifth are "severely- limited" in their

functional competence.

The study shows that proficiency is strongly correlated with

the level of formal education. Only a few (3 percent) of 'those

with less than six years of school attained proficiency, and con-

versely, only a few (9 percent) with some college education are

cl4sified as severely rimited.

Hunter and Harm ?n (1979) reviewed several investigations



relaMng to learning,deficiencies, especially illiteracy. One

fact emerges clearly from all the statistical information avail-
,

able, whether the measure is competency or school completion.

Despite the universal free education available in this country

since early in the century, despite the fact that more and more

young people 'of all races and ethnic groups are completing high

school, and despite the recent evidence that those who do complete

high school are achieving "acceptable" levels of literacy,, a dis-

proportionately large section of' our adult population--well over

a third--still suffers some educational disadvantage.. Among

these, millions of adults in our society are functionally illit-

erate; their exact number is unknown.

The statistics reported in the U.S. Bureau of Census differ

somewhat from the finding of Bunter- and. Harman.. U.S. Bureau of the

Census, in its Statistical Abstract of the United States, repor"..3

that illiteracy has been falling steadily from 11.3 percent of the

population in 1900 to 1.2 percent in 1970. Certainly, discrepencies

of what constitutes literacy are sure to emerge as we develop new

definitions of "illiteracy" consistent with the continuing cultural

revolution in our midst (Knowles, 1962). ls society becomes more

complex, the level of competence required to "effectively" function

should increase. The available litera :ure suggests that data on the



actual attainment or competency of the American people (as distinct
oP

from the amount of time they served in the formal educational sys-

tem') are rare. Absent this datat specific levels of formal educa

tion required to classify one as "contemporarily literate" are

difficult to establish. I would argue strongly. for a clear dis-

tinction between "contemporary literacy" (the ability of a person

to operate effectively in a rapidly changing democracy) versus

Webster's (1976) definition,. (*someone who can read and write).

IMPACT OF' THE MASS MEDIA

"I think television should be the visual counterpart of the

literacy essay. It should arouse our-dreams, satisfy our hunger

for beauty, take us on journeys.. enable us to participate in events,

opre sent great drana and music,, explore the sea and the sky and the

woods and the hills. It ,should be our Lyceum, our Chautauqua, our

Minsky's and our CaMelot:11

E.B. WHITE 1966
(The Wilson Quarterly/Winter 1981)

Plthough E.B. White's vision of television is a pleasant OZI,

present trends in programming and consumer uses render it somewhat

unrealistic. Watching television is the one thing almost all Amer

icans do, and if the experts are right, they will be doing more of

it every year for some time to come. Inevitably, TV has "become the



foc4q 9f much scholarly ;inquiry. Has it fostered a decline in
literacy among our population -- especially the young? Historian

Daniel Boorstixi the Lib' arianof Congress, has called television.

"the next great crisis in human..consciousness." Such predictions

have attended the birth of all new forms of mass communication.

Plato warned that disciples of writing would "generally know noth-

ing; they will. be tiresome company, having the shadow of wisdom.

without the reality;" Gutenburg'a printing press was alleged to

breed dissent some said, and gat:ft-common folk dangerous ideas

(Swerdlow, 1981).

Now the television:, specifically, and mass communication in gen-

eral, is under attack. The obvious question is whether there is any

relationship between what children. (or adults for that matter) see

on television, or in movies, or read in newspapers and magazines, and

their attitudes. toward the world. Research into the. behavior

cations of television has not been conclusive (Best, 1973; Swerdlow,

1981).

:That is clear is that people make extensive use of the mass

media, especially television. Television has,, in a relatively short

span of slightly less than forty years, become 'as wide-spread a means

of communication as the telephone; over ninety-eight percent of

homes in the United States have at least one television set; and it



is in use over six hours per day (Lichty, 1981). At the same time

televisionohas assumed prominence as a source of news end entertain-

ment for the family.. SwerdlOW, (1981) suggests television may have

an impact on why "Johnny can't read." Swerdlow argues that diffi-

culties in'America's classrooms stem from many causes; family insta-

bility, lack of discipline at home and in. schools, and educational

fads have all taken their. toll. Ebwever,:Swerdlow suggests,

ever since the- firet-membes of the TV' generation began applying to

colleges during. the 1960.'so. SchOlastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores

have shown a.steady decline. -"Television", the authors of a 1977

SAT study concluded, "has become a surrogate parent, a substitute

teacher.".

Comstock et. al (1978) provides the following behavior character-

istics of youthful television viewers,

- By age 15t, the av_grag,e- American child' has spent more time

(about 24,1300 hours) in front of a television khan in the

classroom--or doing' homework.

- During the school year, approximately 1.5 million children

age 2 to 11 are still watching television at midnight on

weekdays.

- Researchers geneially agree that heavy viewers comprehend

less of what they read than do light viewers.



The more television a child watches, the worse he does

in school. (The sole exception may be students with

low IQ's).

- "Mentally gifted" grammar school students show a marked

drop in creative abilities after- just three weeks of

television viewing.

Certainly,. television. cannot be blamed. alone for de,creases. in

aptitude scores ;, however,, one can argue that the high. number of

houis the average. child. dedicates to television is not being given.

over to hobbies, socializing, or reading. The diversion of time

from reading is critical. In a complex technilogical society,

reading becomes"more rather than less important.

Further research describes. television's. ability to disseminate

'information. As a transmitter of "facts", television news is inher-

ently inefficient,, compared to print. -A transcript of a typical. 22

minute,- bits-and-pieces evening news-program equals in wordage about

two columns of the New York Times.. Yet 75 percent of Americans

report that they get "most" of their news from television (The

Wilson Quarterly/Winter 1981). The three major network 'news shows

in 1979-80 together everaged an audience of 30' million every night.

The' audiences are dispr6portionately old (41 percent are 55 years

of age or older) and female (45 percent of rows viewers are adult



women). Children aged 2 to 11 are-far more likely to watch the

evening news than are teenagers. More -than half of all' U.S. house-

holds did not watch. theise dhowb even once a month (The Wilson

Quarterly) . Cansidering.ihat TV is the principal medium for much o

society's knowledge of current events, certainly this /ends credi-

bility to the notion that society is even less well informed than

was true- only a generation ago.

DOCTORAL TRAINING_ FOR ADULT EDUCATORS

Adult and continuing educators are, ore and more, graduatei of

doctoral programs at major public and private institutions'. In. pro-

jecting the future impact of this relatively recent development, it

may be useful to examine the theory and research base of adult edm-,

cation and select characteristics of those persons who hold doctorate

degrees in the field.

Adult education emerged as a recognized field of study in the

years from 1915 to 19'65. Much of John Dewey's writing had meaning

for the education of adults, and, in the middle 1920's, his

Columbia colleague, Edward L. Thorndike, produced, a pioneer book on

adult .learning (Satrington, 1977). In the following decade the

Carnegie Corporation grgnts under the support of Frederick Keppel,

produced much of the early literature on adult education. Adult



educqion emerged as.,a field of graduate study in 1935 when the

Teadiler's College of Columbia University began offering advance

degrees in the field (Knowles( 3.962).. By 1962, Cyril Houle

(1964) reported that fifteen. universities in the United. States had

active programs leading to master's and doctor's degrees in adult

education.

VI a study of the doctorate in adult education from 1935 to

1965, Houle and Busker (1966r-tound that thirty universities were

awarding the doctorate in education. Griffith and CloutiGr (1970)

found that the credential conferred on those who complete prepara-

tion programs for adult education varies widely. ,Even more confus-r

ing is the extreme variety of names used to designate the programs

in which the credentials are awarded; i.e., adult education, adult

religious education, cothmunity education, extension administration,

etc.

riffi..th and Cloutier not only documented the diversity, but

also commented on its cost:

A part of the price which must be paid for the

privilege of remaining somewhat amorphous is the

limitation of public acknowledgement of the exist-

ence of a discrete profession of adult education.

Despite the lack of uniformity in the names used to identify



the alma of study, .a,steqdy flow of individuals have pursued

docOral traithing since 1935 (Griffith, 1980). Griffith (1980)

reported that through calendar. year 1977'1 2,038 individuals have

&arned what they, and the institutions at which they earned their

terminal degrees, believed were doctorates in adult education.

At least 150 individuals, are emerging with "earned doctoraites"

each year. Despite the absence of a clear. "titled identity" as a

field of stddy, there are other characteristic distinctions that

make adult education somewhat different from other traditional

subject areas in academia. Houle (1976) argues the field of adult

education does not have a solid foundation of scholarship;

Harrington. (1977) suggests it's weak in theory.

The literature supports both of these contentions. In 1960,

Burton, W. Krealow drew up a list of what he felt .were needed

studies in the adult learning. Kreitlaw identified the areas in

a most pressing need for research as follows:

1. The adult as a learner.

2. The adults' response to sociocultural

phenomena.

3. The adult educational enterprise

including 45urposes and goals.

4. Understanding of adult education.



5. The ,educational process.

6. The educational program.

7. Administration Of-programs.

S.. Counseling adults.

9..Preparation of adult educators.

10. The evaluation of programs.

Fifteen years later he had to report thaelikle of_ these topics

had been investigited, questioning whether adult education was a

"rivirous research field"' (Harrington). tong and Agyekum (1974)

reported that Adult Education, the research quarterly,. had published

very few articles based on doctoral dissertations in the field.:

This characteristic differs from the more traditional academic areas -

in which dissertatiOns yield a rich scholarly return (Harrington).

Kreitlow, in reporting. on. Research in Adult Education, ques

tions whether it is realistic to build a coordinated and compreen-

sive body- of research: in a field that_is so dive(rse. Xreitlow argues

we may have to borrow from other fields:

Is it possible that the diversity of the field of adult

education is such that research mus4- always be borrowed

from another field, or at least have the bulk of it come

from other disciplines? This may be true until such time

as there is more clarity as to what adult education
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, .actually is What this final consenus may be is

only conjecture at this point. Is adult education

founded in the diLciplines of social science with an

interpretation of their implications for adult educa-

tion? Is it a concentration of research by adult edu-

cators with but small concern for research in relatpd

.fieldsZ Istit.based in the fields:of sociology, psycho-

logy, communication, and political science with selective

but critical descriptive., analytical, and experimental

research in the "adult classroom"? Whatever it might be,

within a reasonably short time research must be developed

to gain the knowledge neededto*improve adult education

and adult learning (Axford, 1969).

Houle (1970).projects T sande of.optimismabout the field

stating:

Slowly,. however too slowly, the leadars of t'ae field

of adult education are abandoning their reliance on

intuition and imitation and are acquiring a body of

tested knowledge on which it is possible to build exper-

tise in attacking illiteracy, disease, Intolerance,

narrowness of vAwpoint, incompetence and other handi-

caps man encounters as he tries to build a new world.



iClearly, the problems associated with developing a tested "body

of knowledg," can be traced to the diversity, confilsed identity and

lack of. a real definition for adult education. The actual employ-

meet of those persons who receive doctorates also points to the lack

of development. Houle and Busky (1966) conducted. a survey to deter-

mine what kind of work was. being done by those persons who receive

doctorates in, adult. education. An overwhelming majority of respond-.

enter,. 64.2 percent,. were engaged in administration as their primary

function. Conversely, 12..8 percent of the respondents, reported the

teaching of adult education as a field of study as their primary

function. These data strongly; suggest that the majority, of those

possessing doctorates in adult, education are not primarily involved

in teaching and scholarly research directly related to the field.

Harrington (1977) reports that most of the doctoral candidates to

date have been practitioners rather than scholars, men and women

with few research interests. This accounts for the relative weak-.

ness of their scholarly publication record. Houle and Buskey

(1966) noted that 59.9 percent of those persons with doctorates in

adult education who responded to a survey said they were not mem

bers of the Adult Education Association of the U.S.A., which pur-

ports to be the umbrelliiorganization for all who think of them-

selves primarily as adult. educators. This suggests that 40 percent



of 4pse who possegma doctorate in adult education are not

suf4icientl committed to the adult education profession to join

the single national organizatton. This characteristic is signi-

ficant in tat the national organizations in many disciplines,

through organizational journals and conferences, provide a forum

for presentations. of papers and ,publication of research.

Griffith (.1980) describes i.he organizational fragmentation,

of adult educators as follows:

All .too often those in positions of administrative

leadership in institutions providing adult programs

identify more with their employing institution than they

do with-adult education as a field. Consequently, their

primary national organization is organized on the basis

of the institutions involved- (for instance, the National

University Extension. Association, American Library Associ-

ation, American Society of Training Directors, correc

tional Education Association) rather than on the basis of

the common functions such adult educators perform. Simi-

larly, individuals whose responsibility lies in providing

instruction for adult learners appear to place this pri-

mary associatimial loyalty with organizations restricted

to serving a particular clientele or dealing with specific



content (such as the American _Home Economics Association,

American Medical Association, American Nurses' Associ-

ation, American' Vocational Association, Music. Educators'

National Conference, National Conference on Social Weir-

fare, National Recreation Association) . Still other

adult educators group together .on the basis of the medium

they employ (for example,. the.. Joint Council on Educational

Te ev 8 onErattelftal7Associatidft of Educational Broad-

casters, National Home Study Council).

The fragmentation of adult educators on a national basis can

be useful in terms of professionals with varied "common purposes"

gathering together to- share ideas Sand research for the benefit of

all. However, this same frsgmentation makes sharing research and

app4ing those findings to the existing body of knowledge a com-

plex task.

PROJECTIONS FOR TIM FUTURE' OF ADULT EDUCATION

Throughout this paper, the thesis has been that history;

when examined in light of contemporary developments can identify

forces at work in the world whose impact on our' destiny is nei-

ther' wholly arbitrary not wholly unpredictable. This section of

the paper will present my predictions of the future of adult and



con4nItting education in.yiew of changing demographics,

aciliumulatindg evidence that our society is less -literate and

well informed and the fact that more adult educators are
graduates of doctoral programs in adult education.

IMPLICATIONS OF SELECT EMOGRAPHICS FOR T} FUTURE

an analysis of the 1964, 1972 and 1975 adult partici-

pati-Oft stalfirs,, Edward 4h-e0a-Rosenthalfound that college-
educited adults- constituted onlY.25 percent of the population
but more than 50 percent of the adult learners in 1975. Cross

(1979) summarized. the relationship of adult characteristics to
adult learning as revealed in more than 30 major studies con-
ducted in the past five years. Her analysis revealti-that_the

best single correlate of learning among all adults is educe- N
tignal. attainment, the. most powerful predictor of participation
is age. Cross (1980) argues that those persons in the age

rangei 25 to 45* have largely- concentrated on occupational and

professional training for career advancement. This historical

trend combined with increases in career transitions and the

projection that the majority population will be' comprised of

persons aged 30 to 44 by 'the year 2,000 clearly suggests that

demand for occupational and career training will be substantial



in tlie, future (Cross, 19811 Bowen, 1982).

Secondly, given educational attainment as the primary pre-

dictor of adult participation., = we can clearly foresee enrollment

increases in the future.. °Vex the years the educational_ attain..

ment of the population has risen rapidly. Between 1940 and 1979,

the percentage of the population 25 years and older who have

attended..colIege.haa increased from 10.1 percent in 194.0 to 31.1

percent in 1.9795-(Bowen,, 1982.) . Both. the Carnegie. Commission

(1982) , and Bowen, controlling: for a wide variety of variables,..

project this historical trend -to continue in the future. The

increased numbers of educated adults should, as history has shown,

increase deMand fot adult education.

ThirdIr,, in today's rapidly changing society, people in tran-

sition regarding their jobs, increasing employment opportunities

for women and other minorities; and rapidly changing technology

indicate that strict adherenceta the linear life plan is unrea-

sonable.. Hesburgh. and others. (1973) argue that life-long learning

is not only desirable but essential:

when knowledge was more stable than knowledge and

wisdom was cumulative, there was some reason for high

ly structured, f)re-ostablished curricula for the educa-

tion of the youth. But now, much of the knowledge and



professional training of a graduate is obsolete fifteen

years after, graduation unless that education is contin-

ually updated through purposeful learning.

The most prominent alternative to' the linear life plan is the

"cyclic life. plan" (Best and Stern, 1976). rin basic premise is

to redistribute work, education and leisure across the life span..

Descriptions- of the cyclic_ life plan usually. include a distri-

Iitialr of education, and leisure :inserted into the.wOrking years

and Portions of work time eltended into early and late years. In.

Europe, the periods of education that are inserted into the work

years are referred to as recurrent education. (Cross,. 1981).

A variation of the recurrent education theme does seem to be.

taking place in the United States without the benefit of any par-

ticular plan. More and more young people'' are: willing to "stop

out"gr that is, to take a break between high school and collbge.

(Cross, 1971).. In' 1973,, 62 percent of the college freshmen

entered college immediately following high school graduation; by

1976, the figure was down to 55 percent, with 22 percent waiting

one to three yes before entering and 19 percent waiting five

years or more (Croat, 1981).

The increased adoption of the cyclic life plan, continued

transitions related to employment, new technology and the



necessary adoption. of the life-long learning principle will mean

increased dpmands for continuing education in the future.,

The final projection foi the future based on select demo-

graphic patternt telates to changes in student composition enrolled

traditional e,tademia. Most colleges that have traditionally

relied on the 18 to 24 year -old group for enrollments will have a

difficult" tin" stz4vivin.:(7.._.:_The Carnegie Commission. (1991)

the following analysis of the impact demogriphic depressions of

tradLtional students will have 011! higher education:.

Recent developments and the changes we project for the

remainder of the century will give .us- .a dramatically

different composition of the national student body than

We hive had traditionally.. In 1960 it was composed pre-

dominantly- of 'young majority males attending full-time..

By 2000,. there will be more women than men, as many

people over 21 as 21 and under, nearly as man part-

time es full-time attendees, and one-quarter of all

students in the classroom of 2000 would not have

been there if- the composition of 1960, had been con-

t This is a fundamental, almost' radical

change in highei education. We expect that students

will be more nearly the center of attention on



campus during the next 20 years than in the past 10.

The will, be recruited more actively, admitted more

readily,. retained more assiduously, counselled more

attentivelyi., graded more considerately, financed

more adequately, taught more conscientiously, placed

in jobs more insistently,. ant the curriculum will be

more tailored to tasteff..

How tAet Carnegie Council. predictions will affect particular

institutions ts extremely difficult to predict.. However, demo-

graphic projections clearly indicate that the future of, many

institutions of higher education will depend to a great extent

on how they resp d o the needs and concerns of the non-tradi=-

tional student. The Carnegie. Commission (1981) suggests enroll-.

ment projections for institutions of higher education by the

year 2000 could vary anywItere- from an increase of 40 percent to

a decrease of 50, percent.. in suggesting r course of action for

the future, the'Commission states:

We advocate a course of action based on long run

confidence in the future of higher education, moder-

ated by short term concerns; a course of adherence to

continuing basic'purposes whiled adjusting flexibly to

temporary changes in circumstances. It is not a time



for panic or,euphoria.

Stern x,1980) suggests. that competition for the adult will

become intense. Stern (1980) tairserts there is a. brisk, if not

fierce, competition Lor the continuing, education dollar.. Stern.

further -States:

Competition will.. restat .in the survival of the

fittastrobably trot- the academic fittesto_but

thosteg!with. the moat, managerial*. promotional. and

political 'acumen..

Several benefits will 'be -realized by those institutions or

organizations who are successful in the next020 years. Public

schools and community .colleger in: the past have not. only in-

creatied enrollments through continuing education, but also have'

increased the number of direct supporters of their institutions.

Throughout thehisto.of adult education we've noted its

strengths as flexibility and the ability to adapt to changing

societal need-s. It now seems ironic that someone would suggest

that traditional academia adopt the successful ingredients of

adult education practice in an effort to attract and retain adult

students.

IMPLICATIONS RELATING TO SOCIETY BEING LESS LITERATE,

LESS INFORMED



14The trends' of rising educational lei/els and new technology

suggest a need fOr a new set of assumptions abOut education..

Historically, 'life was- more *table than it is now and wisdom was

cumulative,. there was some reason for highly structured, ...pre-estab

lished curricula for the education.of youth. Now, 'howeVer,, the

world is changing. faster than the generations, and individuals. must

five 2ancr _a.djuet,...to.:_sexteral_different worlds. during their lifetimes..

Because of the.rapidschanges, Toffler (1970) contends that ,"most *.

people are grotesquely unprepared to cope' with the pace 'of. change

and "mass disorientation" in. the society may be the result.

Certainly "distortion" is already the case for many Americans

who rely strictly on. bgeriodia 'flashes"' of news events for their

sense of what is occurring in the world.. Om could ponder the

thought of how many persons concerned with our fledging economy

have heard the words "supply side economics' but have no understand-

ing of what it means., The implications of rapid social and techno-

logical change and the knowledge explosion are many and varied,

'Knowles (1962) contends our new world will require a new purpose
3,

for education: the development of the capacity, in eachindividual

to learn, to ch5nge, to create a new culture thOughout4the span

hisilife. Michael (19631 projects that many skilled workers of

tomorrow's world will live lives subject to disruption from



cybe;vation, the aRplication of computers to automation. With

cybefrnation, whole blocks df activity become unnecessary and new

ones arise. The development will have a °significant impact on

professional. education programs as we presently know them.

Michael (1968) projects . that In the future many occupation-

ally skilled adults and most students preparing for skill-based

occupations will have.te. chaage their 'perception. of the relation-

ship between work- and study.. Instead. of accumulliting: a repertoire

of skills in school' sufficient 'for a!- lifetime caree . the future

dent will have to learn and the future teaching process will

have to inculcate the expectation that work and education will be

a circular. arrangement. The ,customary middle- -class expection.Of

a .one-way continuity from school to occupation or career will no

longer; to realistic.

In the future,, the purpose of education. will shift from focus-

ing primarily on the transmission of soon-to-pe-outdated knowledge

to the development of the person's capacity to learn. This educa-

tional change will change the role of .the teacher from the "one

who transmits knowledge" to "one who primarily helps students to

inquire" (Knowles).

Toffler, in The Thitd wave (1980) , projects the future

of education:



Over the long pull, however, we can expect educa-

tiol to change. More learning will occur outside

rather than inside the tlassroom. Despite the

pressure from unions, the years,of compulsory

schooling will grow shorter, not longer. Instead

of rigid age segregation, young and old will mingle.

education will become more interspread and intrwovarr

with.work., and more spread. out overea lifetime.

The recent advances of computer technology mean that it will

play a significant role in the future. The implications for adult

education include providing. computer literacy training ;end

Jag- non-traditional educational programs for the expanding home

computer market which reached 300,000 homes in 1980 (Toffler).

Telephone linkages currently available allow home computer opera-

tors instant aTcess to major wire servicas for news, brokerage

firma' for stock. information, and other forms of continuous news

and sports information.

Continued expansion of the cable television network will pro-

vide yet another opportunity fof continuing educatorS--an oppor-

tunity to service the increasing number of "do-it-yourselfers.

Recent trends indicate that our society is more and more'bec ing

consumer conscious. High interest rates and high costs of skilled



labors axe driving more Americans to adult education courses to

leain basic/trades, i.e., basic carpentry, plumbing, electricity
and auto repair. Although. "how to do it books" have been on the

market for years, many people prefer the "demonstration model."

Some people may even be willing to 'sacrifice an hour of. "Dallas"

or "flamingo Road'a for a basic course in Deck Building 101. Many

lumber and hardware outlets have already begun. offering such adult

education opportunities because potential. customers are badly

needed due to the recession in-the housing industry. Certainly,

expanded* use of home computers. as "news sources", cable television

as information sources and other well conceived continuing educa-

tion programs will alter the current public's practice of "enter-

tainment consumption." to "information consumption."

IMPLICATIONS OF"DOCTOitAL TRAINING

There are several trends in our society that will impact at

least the research aspect of adult education. At the university

of the new research'conducted will be pursued on an interdisci-

level, intense interest in recruitment, retention and needs of adult

learners will arise primarily because of demographic changes that

will make adult students'the majority population on collecie campuses.

Much

plinary basis to insure that all academic disciplines are represented,



thus4allowing for .a fair impartial perspective. This fair

impartial perspective will be especially important for tradi-

tional disciplines who will debperately need this enrollment and

retention information as their survival will depend on it. Fur-

ther, as these academic units begin accepting the cy..lic life

plan and the liie-long learning philosophy, a whole new set of

academic certificate comptetiam programs will be offered, i.e.,

certificate of computer application to,public administration,

technological nursing, advanced gerontology, etc. The develop-

ment of the certificate sequence should lead to intensified re-

search in the areas of program planning and evaluation as insti-.

tutions of highereducation will be forced into the competitive

open market for the higher education dollar. In general, the

research on adult education will not only satisfy Kreitlow's

recommendations but go fax beyond.

The increased recognition .of adult and continuing education

will bring a new sense of status to it as an academic discipline.

Further, this new interest. will result in renaming the field con-

sistent with the new view of education. Those students who re-

ceive doctorates in the year 2000 will receive them in Continuing

Education with a specialty area designated. Faculties in the

continuing education department will also be closely tied to the



"clea4ing house for conti,nuing educators." This in-house network

will: provide/ a computer information service to the thousands of

continuing educators in the field Wio request progrPm models, cur-

ricula, and-methods information on the courses they teach. Enroll-

ments in the department will expand.with applications from trainers

in business, industry, and Ph,D.'s.froM struggling disciplines who

are looking for employment in a growing area.

The federal government will alga begin heavily supporting re-

search in adult education as' changing technology demands retraining

of military and other suppont. personnel. This development will

increase employment opportunities for doctoral prepared adult 'du-

cators in government and continue the trend of graduates beings em-

ployed in primarily administrative rather than teaching and research

positions.

The diversification of employment. among those receiving doctor-

ates will continue the past-practice of organizational fragmentation

among adult educators.

clearly, the future of adult educators appears promising; how,

ever, some cautions should be considered. Firstly, doctoral trained

personnel cannot replace the thousands of persons currently teaching

incadult education progrms. Their diversified academic and pro-

fessional backgrounds have allowed adult education to be flexible



and 41aginative in,respanding to a variety of educational needs.

Secondly, I would suspect that to some curriculum special-

ists, the expanded adult education market will result in the

development of lock-step undergraduate,_ graduate and terminal

degree programs. The next logical step would be to require that

all adult educators 6 possess a specific credential authorizing

them to practice adult-education. Over time, these possible

developments would. place adult:educators in the same employment

situation as many primary and secondary schoolteachers. It would

seem to me that a better path fo higher education to take would

be the expansion of the cocperativ extension model, expanding

the services far beyOnd agricultur but maintaining the essential

characteristics of its successful st.

Absent these potential developments, history, in light of

contempory trends, suggests, that indeed, adult education will have

a glorious future.
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